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Every year passes with a sense of satisfaction, and that brings 

me in front of you and transmit the same feeling to all who are 

part of this positive outcome. 

Ladies and gentlemen, here I am to propound the achievements 

of children for the year 2018-19. 

Education 

As rightly said by Malcolm X, “Education is our passport to the 

future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it 

today”. 

Present day education has spread diverse knowledge among 

students. Everything that can be simplified has been made 

simple. The challenge that lies ahead of the educators is how to 

make learning an enjoyable experience to the students. 

Our education system is still looked upon as a process of spoon 

feeding. Spoon feeding in the long run teaches nothing but the 

shape of the spoon. 

We, here in this Institution, try hard to break the monotony of 

spoon feeding and wish to groom the students into assertive and 

level headed individuals. 

School is the starting point where the individual talents and skills 

are identified and groomed. Leaders are born here or at least 

found here. We found the leaders and honoured them 

appropriately, gave them responsibilities and saw them perform 

their duties diligently. 

Investiture ceremony was held to mark the first event of the 

school Dr.Govindarajan, Surgical Oncologist and Dr. Sasipriya 

Govindarajan, Radiation Oncologist from Harshamitra Cancer 



Center, Trichy graced the occasion and honoured the elected and 

selected leaders. Master Richie Kennath Collin and Miss Shafa 

Fathima were elected Head boy and Head girl respectively. 

Sports captain, House captains, Club secretaries and Joint 

secretaries were honoured. Congratulations leaders for fulfilling 

your respective duties with commitment and earnestness. 

Educationists pronounce that a holistic development of a child is 

indispensible. We believe in bringing out and nurturing hidden 

talent of students through the means of club activities. Club 

activities are conducted periodically to make children understand 

their potential. 

One of the factors by which an Institution is assessed is by its 

student strength. We are thankful to the people who hold us 

good. As, I always mention in my reports, we have an unremitting 

increase in the strength. Present strength of school is 1364 with 

583 boys and 781 girls as against 1197 in the previous year. 

Thank you for choosing this institution as the abode of education 

for your wards.  We feel proud not by the upsurge in number, we 

also take pride to announce, that ours is the first school in Trichy 

to introduce Humanities stream of studies in Senior Secondary, 

with Sociology, Psychology, and Political Science as its subjects. 

Academic Achievement 

Academic achievement takes the front seat and this success 

speaks for the quality of teaching in any institution. 46 students 

appeared for the All India Secondary Level Examination. We 

secured 100% pass percentage with Shatriyaa scoring 480 marks 

on 500, congratulations students and teachers for making it 

happen. 

 

 



Extra – Curricular Extravagance 

Our Children have taken us by surprise by performing on various 

platforms. They have amazed us by bringing home trophies and 

laurels. Give them the opportunity with right guidance and we will 

be in awe always. This is what I have learnt during my little 

experience. 

 We are keen in exposing them to competitions and they have 

made winning a habit.  Let me share some of the well healed 

performances of our children.  

In Knit fest -18 interschool competition organized by Kamala 

Niketan Montessori School in which our school bagged the 

overall Runner Trophy.  

* Nikitha and Shafa Fathima of XII 

* Sneha Rajesh of XI  

Won the Ist prize in JAM. 

* R.Shalini- XII 
* Deepthikaa –XII 
* J.Samyuktha –XII 

       Won the First Prize in Dumbcharades 
* Ms. Z.Shama Mukhi of XI was adjudged Miss Beauty and  

* TR.Vijay Srivatsan –XII  

Won Mr.Knitfest Title. 

 

In Maha Mela -18 Interschool competition conducted by Mahatma 

Gandhi Centenary Vidyalaya School   

* R.Akhilesh – IX  
* K.R.Subash Karthick – IX   

Won First Prize in Paper Quilling. 
* S.D.Ezhil Arasi – X  
* R.Nandhitha – X   

Won the First Prize in Just curls. 

* R.Thanushree – X 
* M.S.Achyuth Athithayaa – IX  



Won II Prize in Weave a yarn. 

* A.Vedha Surya – X 
* S.Mohammed Farook – X 

Won II Prize in Mute parody. 
 
In Mahotsav -18 , conducted by Akilandeswari Vidyalaya, our 
students won III place in group singing . We were the overall 
Runner in Inter school Literary competition conducted by National 
college. We won  
I place in Spell Bee 
III Place in Elocution  
III place in Literary Parade. 
I Place in Western Music. 
 
In Enthusia 2018, Miss Enthusia title was won by Shahma Muki of 
XI. 
 
Young scientist search -2018, is organized by CARE International 
school . Shafa Fathima of XII won the III place in Hammer out.  
 
It was for the first time that our students participated in an 
Interschool competition outside Trichy. We bagged the overall 
Championship , in the events conducted by Tamarai International 
School ,Tanjore. 
 

M.Oviya of XI has bagged the Title fiy ,skzp from 

Tamilnadu Government for Bharatanatyam. 
 
R.Akhilesh of IX and S.Sudharsanam of IX won the III Prize in 
District level Philately Quiz. 
 
R Akhilesh of IX has won the 35

th
 Rank is Wiz National Spell Bee 

competition in National Mega Final. Out of 175 participants he 
has secured 35

th
 Rank. 

 
We feel elated to share that students from X,XI and XII 
participated in Indian International Model United Nations, Trichy 



Chapter, held at CARE International School .They bagged the 
best delegate award. 
The participants were 
Vijay Shrivatsan 
Mathan Kumar 
Richie Kennath Collin 
Shafa Fathima 
Neilakantan of XII 
Keerthana 
Oviya 
Nithya 
Adarsh Menon 
Sneha Rajesh 
Mithunya of XI 
Shivaranjani 
Shri Shanmathi 
Madhumitha of X 
* Vijay Srivatsan of XII was announced the best photographer. 
* Mithunya of XI was adjudged the best reporter. 
* Shafa Fathima of XII and Sneha Rajesh of XI were awarded 

the Best Delegate. 
* Mathan Kumar of XII and Nithya Shree of XI got a special 

mention for their participation. 
* Madhumitha of X Standard got IIIrd prize for her participation 

in UAE’s General Assembly. 
 
I personally and we collectively appreciate and applaud the 
students who participated and won laurels for the institution. 
Thanks to the trainers, Teachers -in -charges and the Parents 
who are behind the victory. Let the journey of Success continue 
children. 
 
 

Sports Smash Hits. 
Sports can change the whole outlook of the world. Sports teaches 
unity. Sports field teaches children what a parent and teacher 
cannot teach within four walls. While they enjoy their success, 
they appreciate others’ too. We, in this campus are motivating 



students to participate in more and more sports activities inside 
and out of the school. We wish to share with you few victories. 
 
S .Vaishnav of X was the Runner in Table Tennis Tournament 
held at TRB Engineering College. He was also semi-finalist in a 
tournament conducted at KAPV Hr.Sec.School. 
 
Sumit Rohan of VIII was also a semi-finalist in the same 
tournament. 
   
V Akshaya of VI was a semifinalist in table tennis tournament 

conducted by Naidu Mahajana Sangam. 

Aswin of IX was selected to represent   Trichy District Cricket 

Team in U-14 category. 

Ragavendra of VIII won the I place in State Level Chess 

Tournament and won a cash of prize of 1500/-.He also won the II 

place in a tournament conducted by MGCV school and won a 

cash prize of 1000/-.K V Praveen of VIII won the 1st place in the 

same tournament and won the cash prize of 1500/-. Ragul Dev of 

VI was the runner in singles and winner in doubles badminton 

tournament conducted by Yonex club. 

Our school hosted the Trichy Rockcity Sahodhaya  badminton 

tournament. Nearby 16 CBSE schools participated. Our school 

bagged the runner up in U-19 girls category. 

We were the winners in U-19 girls category in the Basket Ball 

tournament conducted by Rockcity  Shodhaya and runner in U-14 

boys, held at Ramya Sathyanathan School,Tanjore. 

U-17, boys and girls learn participated in the south zone in hand 

ball tournament, held at Sri Prakash Synergy School,Vijayawada. 

R.Hema Malathi of VI won gold medal in Trichy district 

Taekwondo championship. 



My request to the parents at this juncture is to encourage and 

support your wards to take part in sports also as you do in 

academics. Make use of the facilities and support offered by the 

school. 

Flashy fiesta 

Global fiesta was started by the students of present XII with much 

enthusiasm in 2017. It turned two in 2018.Students decided to 

extend the event for 2 days with more events and more 

challenges. In all, 19 schools in and around Trichy participated in 

various events. Fiesta was inaugurated on the 13
th
 of July 2018, 

by our own President Mr.Mohan Kumar. 

Perspective drawing, Sherlock Holmes, Business wizard 

,Headshot,Twist alone,Remote gag,Click,Tinkle were some of the 

events introduced for the first time at the school which received 

wide appreciation from the participants. Overall trophy was 

bagged by Good Shepherd English School, Karaikal. Runner up 

was won by Vageesha Vidyashram,Trichy.The title Jack of Fiesta 

and Jill of Fiesta was won by Vignesh Vidyalaya and Good 

Shepherd English School repectively. Upcoming singer and 

music composer Koushik Krish honoured the prize winners and 

rendered some beautiful numbers and enthralled the audience. 

Thanks-unlimited 

I have many times wanted to thank many, I’ve said few times but 

missed out lot of times. I should have expressed my gratitude 

whenever I got the chance, as being thankful is probably one of 

the best virtues of human beings. 

Let me take this chance; use this platform to show my gratitude. 

Thank you Almighty God for being ever merciful in showering 

your blessings on all of us here. 

Intuitive or should I call them visionaries in the field of education. 



 I refer to none other than the insightful members of Reddy 

Educational Trust who envisioned education for women. Thank 

you Sirs, for your noble thoughts and deeds. 

We feel blessed and advantaged working in an atmosphere that 

is lush and green. We feel even more blissful to work under the 

guidance of the congenial trio Mr. Mohan Kumar, President, 

Mr Sundararaman, Secretary, Mr.Muralidharan, Treasurer, of the 

school governing council, for giving us a neighbourly working 

condition. I, on behalf of all the teaching and non-teaching staff, 

extend our gratitude and assure to be ever supportive. 

Many thanks to the members of the hostel committee for their 

impressive lunch and sometimes ritzy menu on special 

occasions. 

We are ever thankful to Dr.Mrs.V.Sujatha, Principal, Cauvery 

college for Women who fortifies us in times of need. 

Success is nobody’s sole achievement. It is a package. Our 

success stories are written by many. Every chapter is consigned 

to the teachers of this institution. I have never felt the stress of 

working and never worried about how to proceed in time of crisis. 

The reason is evident –my band of teachers. I take this 

opportunity to personally thank every one of you for being with 

me and the institution. May your relentless service continue to 

serve the students for years to come. 

Parents are the supporting pillar of our institution. I agree, we 

disagree. We criticize each other as it happens in all families. We 

converge at one point, That is the welfare of the students. Dear 

Moms and Dads, we assure you that we would never neglect the 

children and their well -being. Let us travel together more miles in 

the interest of the children. 



Thank you dear ones, the students. You are the base of this 

institution. Our personal thanks to the out-going students of XII, 

for proving themselves in so many arenas. You will be missed by 

the entire school children. Ḷove  you all. Wish you all success in 

all your endeavours. 

May I thank the administrative officer, Ms.Girija and all other 

office staff, aunties, drivers, sanitary workers, gardener, 

electrician and all who work for the betterment of the institution. 

Extra-curricular trainers need special mention here for their 

contribution towards shaping our students in the chosen sport. 

Education according to Rabindranath Tagore is “The highest 

education is that which does not merely give us information but 

makes our life in harmony with all existence”. 

Our aim is to make our children to have a peaceful co-existence 

with the people and the environment, respecting value system 

and burgeon into a virtuous human being. We wish to nurture 

them to become a contributing member of the society. 

Let us join hands to make the child face the challenges of the 

world outside without compromising on values. 

Thank you for the patient listening. I bid adieu to all of you and 

promise to meet with more interesting and eventful achievements 

of our students in 2020. 

 
  
 
    


